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Mobile connections feature in photographic exhibition

Human relationships with mobile technology are examined in a bold new exhibition of photography by Julien Scheffer at the University of Tasmania's Cradle Coast Campus.

The *Figures* exhibition consists of five large scale back-mounted photographic prints representing the habits that humans develop as they use technology to connect their body with the outside world.

"I have used a slightly subversive or humorous representation of how people connect to their gadgets," Mr Scheffer said.

"This work considers a selection of postures typically associated with the use of mobile devices and the five portraits seek to echo the idealised personae of our online selves."

The exhibition will be opened by Devonport Regional Gallery Director Ellie Ray at 5pm tonight (Thursday 4 September) at the Atrium Gallery, University of Tasmania Cradle Coast Campus in Burnie.

**What:** *Figures* photographic exhibition by Julian Scheffer  
**When:** Thursday 4 September, 5 pm  
**Where:** University of Tasmania, Cradle Coast Campus, Mooreville Road, Burnie  
**RSVP:** Joanna.Gair@utas.edu.au  
**All welcome.**

Exhibition continues until October 2, 2014.

**For more information:** Merian Ellis (0428 197 878).
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